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Most desired color choice

Antique Bamboo Clamshell
Islamorada Sand Buff Char Sharktooth
Aruba Bahama Blend Beechwood Coconut Palm
Deep Sea Old Chicago Harvest Moon Oakrun
St. Augustine Old San Juan Palm Island St. Croix

Hydro Block
Hydro-Block is an environmentally friendly hardscape product. It allows the readmission of water into the ground and the natural recharge of the aquifer by reducing or eliminating storm water runoff. This 4” x 8” permeable paver helps protect the environment from dangerous pollutants in storm water run-off. In most cases it decreases flooding and relieves sewer systems.

It is manufactured in 2-3/8” thick. LEED points are available when using this paver. (*U.S. Green Building Council)

Garden Wall
Our beautiful garden wall will enable you to turn your outdoor area into a contemporary masterpiece. The block is versatile and can be used for straight and curved walls.

Coping
We manufacture thin & thick pavers along with 4 sizes of coping.

Sizes / Shapes

Bull Nose
Small
Medium
Large

Tahiti Stone
8” x 12”

Amazon
8” x 12”

Grand Bahama
8” x 12”

Caribbean Combo II
6” x 12”

Sizes / Shapes

Creating the right look and having the perfect color is something we strive to achieve. Your project is our passion.

*Colors shown should be used as a guide only. Actual samples should always be used when choosing your color selection. Select custom colors available. STABIL Concrete Pavers does not guarantee color match between 30mm and 60mm pavers.